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ABSTRACT
Healthcare systems were surprised by a viral disease named COVID19. In all countries, worse or better all governments and health systems had to rapidly focus on saving the lives of the infected ones and screen and diagnose many suspected patients. As fast as possible, hospitals tried to improve their intensive care response, make beds available for COVID19 patients, and stop non-urgent activity to decrease COVID19 patient exposure and also free resources.
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INTRODUCTION
United around COVID19 management, government, healthcare administrators, healthcare professionals, professional associations, patients, pharmaceutical companies, and all sorts of businesses contributed to the combat of the pandemic, but also to suppress other patient needs. What all these stakeholders did and are doing together is overtaking barriers to patient-centered healthcare innovation. The pandemic had the advantage of focusing all stakeholders in increasing value to the patient through the unique way that value can be generated - collaboration and patient centricity. All of the following cases are relevant to increase value for the patients and value for the overall system even after the COVID19 pandemic.

MEDICATIONS DELIVERED AT PATIENTS HOME
Community pharmacies around the country in a more or less organized way started to deliver medicines at home. Additionally, patients started to use e-mails, websites, and apps to order medications. All these initiatives were set up to decrease patient exposure to COVID19, but can also in the future be in place to increase efficiency for pharmacies as well as for patients. In some cases, those initiatives were already in place at least as pilots.

Hospital pharmacies also started to deliver medications directly to patients home or through the community pharmacies. There is a need for a pharmacist to evaluate if the patients reveal any change in his/her disease condition, adverse events, or drug-drug interactions. Also, a pharmacist helpline guarantees the coordination between hospital and community pharmacies. Apart from decreasing patient exposure to hospital infections, there is also the advantage to the patient not having to go to the hospital, sometimes once a month to collect the medication. In both cases, there is the need to guarantee patient support in case of any doubt regarding medication use and the need to report adverse events. Pharmacist video calls, phone calls, or periodic direct interaction at the pharmacy need to be possible.

HOME HOSPITALIZATION
Portugal had already started the movement for home hospitalization as a strategy to decrease the duration of patient stays at the hospital. This practice was being considered relevant to turn in-hospital beds more efficient and at the same time decrease the risk of hospital infections as well as increase patient comfort. Specific teams were formed and trained to care for patients at home, monitoring devices were put in place and frequent phone and video calls allow patients to stay at the comfort of their homes, improving recovery and decreasing exposure to hospital infections. The movement continued throughout the COVID19 pandemic and it was even used for recovery of a large percentage of COVID19 patients themselves. It was very relevant to decrease the risk of in-hospital transmission, and have beds free for the most serious patients.

ADOPTION OF TELEMEDICINE
Thus, this study supports one of the methods to reducing noises and efficiently capturing the interactions. Precisely capturing valid interactions can support more accurate data used for
reconstructing 3D chromatin conformation and acquiring exact interaction information between functional genes and transcription regulation elements. Therefore, more efficient and precise 3D genomic technologies are needed in the future.

**PATIENT REMOTE TRIAGE**

SNS24 phone line was already used by an increasing number of patients before the pandemic. It was avoiding emergency department use in some cases and, when it was needed, it made it more efficient for patients that can skip triage at the hospital and more efficient for the hospital because it guarantees an increased match between hospital supply and demand. During the pandemic, SNS24 was elected by the government as the priority channel to contact the health system. SNS24 operators used algorithms to decide if a patient was or not suspected of COVID19 and decided if the patient should be referred to a test center.

Despite some initial overload, an entire population was aware of the phone line and was somehow directed to use it in the first place. Dip-C [12]. However, single-cell Hi-C is far lower than bulk Hi-C in valid data (removing duplication) (20 K-1.9 M valid pairs), coverage and resolution (~100 kb) [13-17]. Currently, single-cell Hi-C technique still requires high skill operation. Operating on a single cell in a single well is low through-put and time-consuming. It is not easy to keep stable while output data is quite different, which is difficult to obtain relatively consistent data and results like bulk Hi-C. And in these single-cell Hi-C technologies, a single cell DNA needs 25-cycle PCR to yield enough DNA, which results in affecting the ratio of valid data and often produce abnomal fragments.

By adding unique label to the single cell in the population cells, and then mixing the labelled cells to operate, this can help to achieve high-efficient and high-throughput. High-fidelity genome-wide amplification prior to PCR can also increase the amount of DNA templates. Both are important improved directions of single-cell Hi-C need attention in the future.

**STAKEHOLDER’S COLLABORATION**

COVID19 pandemic turns the attention of everyone into the national health system. Under the threat of failure, especially at the level of intensive care units, everybody realized the importance of having an efficient and high-quality health system as well as the dedication and effort of healthcare professionals. As such, everybody united in spirit and actions trying to contribute with money, protection material, etc.

Additionally, many stakeholders found a way to collaborate. In some cases, it has to be said that, it was the national health system that opened the door to collaborate. All these moves were very important in the combat to the pandemic. It is important for the future, even without pandemic that the National Health System maintains the modesty to allow the stakeholders to collaborate. Due to a lack of trust, collaboration with pharmaceutical companies and other providers was very difficult to be established. Maybe this experience will allow the National Health Service and the other stakeholders to establish trust and replicate and generalize for the future the exercise of increasing value to the patients.

**CONCLUSION**

Moved by the pandemic experience of strong collaboration among internal and external stakeholders, it is the right time to accelerate the improvement of value creation for patients and the systems overall. This means improving quality and outcomes at an affordable cost for society.
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